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1. HOST NCE TEACHER CANDIDATES FOR OBSERVATION AND/OR STUDENT TEACHING
We have hundreds of undergraduate and graduate candidates preparing to teach in PK-12
classrooms each year, and we are always interested in partnering with districts and schools that
can host our candidates individually or in pairs and small groups. NCE offers additional mentoring
support for cooperating teachers throughout the placement term(s), and those teachers also earn
tuition vouchers to use in any NCE graduate program!

2. HIRE OUR GRADUATE STUDENTS AS FULL-TIME CLASSROOM TEACHER AIDES
OR ‘INTERNS’
NCE partners with multiple Chicagoland schools to offer a year-long internship, in which our
second-year M.A.T. graduate students are hired as paid teacher aides for the full academic year.
Through this program, not only do interns gain crucial knowledge of experiencing the first day of
school to the last with a highly qualified cooperating teacher, but also the school partner benefits
from additional classroom support and a new pipeline for potential future hires.
Distinctive Schools has been a Year Long Internship partner since 2011 and has hired
100% of their NLU Interns once upon graduation. Sami Baugh, Network Director of
Talent Acquisition, says “The year-long placement has been so successful because
aspiring teachers are able to immerse themselves early on into real-life experiences
and our culture. We are grateful for our partnership with NLU and NCE because of
the alignment we share in our vision of innovating, trailblazing, and collaboratively
leading a public education transformation.”

BECOME TEACHERS
We collaborate with districts and nonprofit organizations to offer a pathway for their
paraprofessionals and other dedicated school and district staff to be licensed educators.
One way we do so is by co-designing full year, intensive, and context-specific teacher residency
programs with district partners. Residents are given stipends and work side-by-side with
experienced mentor teachers while completing coursework and receiving additional supports
from NCE.

4. RECRUIT FOR YOUR OPEN TEACHING POSITIONS THROUGH NLU
Our university’s Career Bridge supports our current students and alumni in finding internships
and employment during and after their program. We can connect you with the Career Bridge team
to promote your job openings (including tutors, teaching assistants, full-time teachers, school
psychologists, special education assistants, and more) to our expansive network through our
Handshake portal.

5. PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
YOUR EDUCATORS
Together, NCE offers a wide variety of options (including on-site cohorts) for our partners’
practicing teachers to develop their knowledge and skillsets in hard-to-staff areas like early
childhood, bilingual, STEM, literacy, and special education. For your faculty who aspire to lead
in their school, or districts, ask us about our Educational Leadership pathways including
Teacher Leader.

NCE strives to ensure our curriculum and candidate field experiences strongly connect theory
with practice. We consistently ask for feedback and guidance from our community partners who
often sit on our Advisory Boards or are adjunct course instructors. We also welcome collaboration
with organizations who similarly have a passion for coaching and mentoring in-service teachers
or school leaders as well as for culturally sustaining pedagogy and diversity-equity-inclusion
initiatives.

Ask us about our tuition discount programs for NLU alumni and military service members!
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